can be dispersed over a remote sensing area e.g. the regions that cannot be accessed by human beings (inaccessible regions). In such kind of networks, data collection becomes one of the major issues. Getting connected to each sensor node and retrieving the information in time introduces new challenges. Mobile sink usage, especially the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), is the most convenient approach to cover the area and access each sensor node in such a large scale WSN. However, the operation of the UAV depends on some parameters such as endurance time, altitude, speed, radio type in use, and the path. In this paper, we explore various mobility patterns of UAV that follow different paths to sweep the playground in order to seek the best area coverage with maximum number of covered nodes in less amount of time needed by the mobile sink. A realistic simulation environment is used in order to compare and evaluate the performance of the system. We present the performance results for the explored UAV mobility patterns. The results are very useful to present the tradeoff between maximizing the covered nodes and minimizing the operation time for choosing the appropriate mobility pattern.
Our aim in this paper is exploring the effects of the UAV mobility patterns on the acquisition of the data from the WSN. We modeled various mobility patterns and observed the effects of the mobility pattern on data collection. The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Exploring UAV mobility patterns for covering the sensor nodes in the application area.
• Analyzing the effects of clustering and the UAV patterns on clustering e.g. the number of clusters formed.
• Exploring the best mobility pattern for the minimization of the UAV operation time and for the maximization of the covered nodes.
• Exploring the best mobility pattern to avoid and reduce the number of standalone nodes. This paper is arranged as follows. In the second section, motivations of the work and the related work have been presented. Network model and the mobility patterns are defined in the third section. Performance results and the simulation environment are given in the fourth section. Fifth section is reserved for the conclusions.
II. MOTIVATION AND THE RELATED WORK

A. Motivation
The use of mobile sink is a better solution to collect data in large scale WSN especially remotely controlled areas [10, 11] . The mobile sink follows a path to provide load balancing and connectivity, in addition to the aim of accessing each sensor node. However, depending on the speed of the sink node and the size of the operation area, the nodes in the network may face the same data acquisition problem. Some nodes might not be accessed or due to long distance between the sensor nodes and the mobile sink node, data packets might be lost. Forming clusters and selection of cluster heads (CHs) is also an appropriate solution to reduce the number of nodes communicating with the sink. There are clustering algorithms in the literature that aims to provide the best coverage and the best connectivity [1, 12] , however the results show that a number of nodes still remain uncovered and some nodes declares itself CH without any member nodes. These CHs with no member nodes are named as standalone nodes. Standalone nodes degrade the performance by affecting the balance among the clusters and the network.
For remotely monitored areas, UAV is the best option to cover whole area in a short period of time [10] . Moreover, more stable clusters can be formed by considering the UAV path. However, UAV has some limitations, e.g. operation altitude, speed, available radios and carrying capability. Endurance time of the UAV can be limited, which may force the UAV to complete its mission within a certain period of time. For the sensor nodes be able to send their data to the UAV, the UAV should be loaded the same type (identical) radios of the sensor nodes. Identical radio use will force the UAV to fly at an altitude to be accessible by the sensor nodes.
The altitude of the UAV and the followed mobility pattern may leave some uncovered portions in the network and/or leave some inaccessible nodes. This leads to coverage problem and reduces the expected benefit of the WSN. To mitigate these issues, there is a need to explore the effects of various UAV mobility patterns in the formation of clusters underneath and in the data collection from the WSN.
B. Related Work
Several algorithms proposed to cover maximum number of nodes by forming clusters, known as clustering algorithms. In these approaches the main aim is forming well-balanced clusters and avoiding the nodes stand alone. In clustering algorithms, clusters are formed based on the cluster head (CH), so there is a cluster head election algorithm which affects the overall performance. Other objectives of the clustering algorithms are enhancing end-to-end delay, fault tolerance, balancing the load within the network, and increasing the connectivity. One of the early studies in clustering is LowEnergy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [3] . In LEACH, a distributed clustering algorithm is used to form the clusters. Cluster Head (CH) nodes are selected randomly with a probability value. This algorithm does not guarantee to form stable and same number of clusters at each round. Hybrid, Energy-Efficient, Distributed clustering (HEED) [7] , is another distributed clustering algorithm. HEED aims to form more balanced clusters and to reduce the energy consumption by considering several parameters. Cluster head election uses residual energy at nodes to select the best node as CH. Extended HEED [8] , is an extension to the HEED. It uses a core extraction algorithm to reduce the number of standalone CHs which is very high in HEED. RSSI-based Hybrid and Energy-Efficient Distributed clustering (rHEED) [6] , is a multi-hop distributed clustering algorithm and improves the HEED [7] . It uses the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) for cluster formation and cluster head selection. It has been tested in an environment where the UAV takes the role of mobile sink. It is seen that more nodes are covered with the use of rHEED compared to the others, so in this study, this algorithm has been used to form clusters in WSN.
III. NETWORK MODEL AND EXPLORED MOBILITY PATTERNS
We assume that the nodes are randomly distributed in the operation area as shown in Figure 1 (a) and there is a clustering algorithm where a CH is elected in each cluster in the network. Only the CH interacts with the UAV to reduce the overhead and to provide energy-efficiency. We also assume that clusters are formed considering the path of the UAV which is known or learned by the nodes. rHEED [6] algorithm is an example to such kind of clustering algorithm. While the UAV moves over the operation area, an instant sweep region can be formulated as depicted in Figure 1 (b). Sweep (coverage) region varies depending on the altitude of the UAV and the transmission range (or transmission power of the UAV and sensor nodes). The instant sweep region can be calculated with the parameters of the maximum transmission power and the altitude of the UAV [6] . If we assume that there is clustering algorithm e.g. rHEED considering the UAV path, clusters will be formed over/near the UAV path while only the CHs will access to the UAV. As result, even though a cluster member node may have not access to the UAV, it will be covered if its CH has access to the UAV.
A. Circular Mobility Pattern
In this mobility model, as shown in Fig.2 (a), the UAV follow a circular path with an angle to draw a circle. Circle center is the center of the operation area. As the angle of the curve gets smaller, smaller circles are drawn. Large circles leave gap at the center of the circle and small circles leave gaps at the corners of the operation area. When the UAV arrives to the operation area, moves to the starting point and follows the circular path by turning one side with the same angle value. Larger circles increase the circumferences so the path length and the time to complete the mission. On the other hand, small circles may leave gaps and may cause some uncovered nodes.
B. Square Mobility Pattern
In this mobility model, as shown in Fig.2(b) , the UAV follow a rectangular path. Rectangular/Square center is the center of the operation area. As the length of the edge of the rectangular gets smaller, smaller rectangles are drawn. Large rectangles leave gap at the center of the rectangle and small rectangles leave gaps outside of the rectangle. When the UAV arrives to the operation area, it moves to the starting point and follows the rectangular path. Larger rectangles increase the circumferences so the path length and the time to complete the mission. On the other hand, small rectangles may leave gaps and may cause some uncovered nodes.
C. Angular Mobility Pattern
In this mobility model, as shown in Fig.2(c) , the UAV follow a flat path, an on arriving to the border of the operation area, the UAV turns its direction to the reverse with a reflection from the border, with an angle value. As the angle value is decreased, more legs are constructed. Large angles leave gaps between the legs. When the UAV arrives to the operation area, it moves to the starting point and follows the angular path. Small angles increase the number of legs, so the path length and the time to complete the mission. On the other hand, large angles may leave gaps and may cause some uncovered nodes.
D. Tractor Mobility Pattern
In this mobility model, as shown in Fig.2(d) , the UAV follow tracks with a width value between the tracks. As the width between the tracks gets larger, the number of the tracks decreases. Most narrow width leaves no gap covering all nodes while the wider widths may leave gaps between the tracks. When the UAV arrives to the operation area, moves to the starting point and follows the tracks. Narrower widths increase the number of tracks so the path length and the time to complete the mission. On the other hand, wider width between the may cause some uncovered nodes.
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
A. Simulation Environment
We modelled and simulated the network with OMNET++ [9] and MIXIM [10, 12] . Wireless sensor nodes equipped with IEEE 802.15.4 compliant TI CC2420 radio [11] . UAV has also equipped with the same type radio, TI CC2420, to be able to communicate with the CHs. Among the UAV models, characteristics of Bayraktar [13] has been modelled and implemented. This type of UAV has ability to fly at low altitude with long endurance duration. Nodes in the network dispersed randomly over 2000m x 2000m area. The UAV flies on the operation area and sweeps by the modelled mobility patterns in Section 3. In WSN, nodes form clusters with rHEED [6] algorithm. Only the CHs and standalone nodes communicate with the UAV while the cluster members send their data to their own CH. Clusters are formed depending on the path of the UAV. Because the nodes cannot know the path of the UAV aforetime, with a realistic scenario, UAV makes a blind run over the operation area. Nodes in WSN record the RSSI value of the UAV beacons to use in CH election and cluster formation. After blind run, clusters are formed and in real run, CHs send their data to the UAV as defined in [6] . The UAV flies with a constant speed 20m/s, maximum altitude of 250m (note that operation altitude in the simulations is 200m), path loss exponent 2.5. Nodes receiver sensitivity is set to95dBm. Table 1 shows simulation parameters. 
B. Performance Metrics
There are three metrics observed to see the effects of the UAV mobility pattern on the coverage of the operation area. These are:
• Number of Covered Nodes: is the sum of (1) CHs which access to the UAV, (2) standalone nodes which access to the UAV, and (3) cluster member nodes which access to a CH that has access to the UAV.
• The number of CHs: is the total number of CHs including the CHs with member nodes and the standalone CHs without a member node. It gives the number of formed clusters.
• Time spent to cover a single node: is the time UAV spent in the operation area divided by the covered nodes.
In each mobility pattern has been tested with various values of the mobility pattern characteristics e.g. various radius values for circular mobility. Results are the averages of 10 runs.
C. Performance Results
The coverage in the Circle Mobility depends on the radius value R, where the center of the circle is the center of the operation area. It is seen in Fig.3(a) that increasing the radius of the circling UAV leads to increase the number of CHs. With a larger circle, the length of the path is increased therefore more clusters are formed closer to the UAV path. On the other hand, it is expected to see some gaps at the corners of the area when the circle gets smaller and at the center of the circle when the circle gets larger. These gaps increase the number of Standalone CHs (the CHs without a cluster member). In Fig.3(a) , the difference between the two curves gives the number of standalone CHs with UAV access. As seen, the number of standalone CHs with UAV access is very low for all radius values. It means that the clustering algorithm formed well-balanced clusters with circular mobility pattern. The maximum number of Cluster Heads with UAV access is seen at radius value 900m. Fig.3(b) shows the number of covered nodes. It is seen that as the circular path grows the number of covered nodes increases until the radius value 700m, and then decreases slightly. At radius 700m, 171 of 200 nodes are covered with the maximum value. Fig.3(c) shows the time spent to cover a single node. When the UAV follows a path e.g. circle, the path length depending of the mobility type becomes important. As the path length increases, the UAV will spend more time on air. However, depending on the clustering algorithms and the UAV path, more stable and balanced clusters can be formed. Therefore, preferred pattern can be selected based on the time per node. Here, as it is seen, when the path length increases, time spent to cover a single node increases until radius value 300m, but then doesn't increase until the radius 700m due to more covered nodes, and then increases again. According to these results, at radius 700m, the utilization is better compared to other radius values.
The coverage in the Square Mobility depends on the length of the edge of the square where the center of the square is the center of the operation area. It is seen in Fig.4(a) that increasing the length of the squared path of the UAV leads to increase the number of CHs. With a wider square, the length of the path is increased therefore more clusters are formed closer to the UAV path. On the other hand, it is expected to see some gaps outside of the square when the square gets smaller and at the center of the square when the square gets larger. In Fig.4(a) , the difference between the two curves gives the number of standalone CHs with UAV access. As seen, two curves are almost identical. It means that the clustering algorithm formed well-balanced clusters with square mobility pattern. The maximum number of Cluster Heads with UAV access is seen at edge length value 1600m. Fig.4(b) shows the number of covered nodes. It is seen that as the square path increases the number of covered nodes increases until the length value 1200m, and then decreases slightly. At edge length value 1200m, 176 of 200 nodes are covered with the maximum value. Fig.4(c) shows the time spent to cover a single node. As it is seen, when the path length increases, time spent to cover a single node increases until edge length value 400m, but then doesn't increase until edge length value 1200m, and then starts to increase again. According to these results, at length 1200m, the utilization is better compared to other length values.
The coverage in the Angular Mobility depends on the angle value, where the angles are used on UAV arrives to the border of the operation area. The UAV is reflected from the border with the angle value. It is seen in Fig.5(a) that increasing the angle value leads to decrease the number of CHs. With a smaller angles, the number of legs on the path is increased therefore more clusters are formed closer to the UAV path. On the other hand, it is expected to see some gaps between the legs when the angle value gets larger. As seen, the number of standalone CHs with UAV access is very low for all angle values. It means that the clustering algorithm formed wellbalanced clusters with angular mobility pattern. The maximum number of Cluster Heads with UAV access is seen at angle value 5 degree. Fig.5(c) shows the time spent to cover a single node. As it is seen, when the path length decreases (angle value increases), time spent to cover a single node decreases sharply, and then decreases slightly after angle value 10. According to these results, at angle 10 and 15, the utilization is better compared to other angle values.
The coverage in the Tractor Mobility depends on the width between the tracks, as the width between the tracks increases the number of tracks decreases. It is seen in Fig.6(a) that increasing the width of the tracks leads to decrease the number of CHs. With a narrow width between tracks, the length of the path is increased therefore more clusters are formed closer to the UAV path. On the other hand, it is expected to see some gaps between tracks when the width between tracks gets larger. In Fig.6(a) , the difference between the two curves gives the number of standalone CHs with UAV access. As seen, the number of standalone CHs with UAV access is getting high when the width between the tracks enlarges. It means that the width between the tracks should be narrow to form wellbalanced clusters with tractor mobility pattern. The maximum number of Cluster Heads with UAV access is seen at the width value 200m. Fig.6(b) shows the number of covered nodes. It is seen that as the width between the tracks tractor path grows the number of covered nodes decreases until width value 1000m and then doesn't change significantly. At width value 200m, 188 of 200 nodes are covered with the maximum value. Fig.6(c) shows the time spent to cover a single node. As it is seen, when the path length decreases (the width between the tracks increases), time spent to cover a single node decreases until width value 500m, there is no significant change between the width 500m-1000m, and then starts to decrease again. According to these results, at the width values between 500m and 1000m, the utilization is better compared to other radius values.
As it is seen, each mobility pattern presents different performance results. In making decision to select the best appropriate mobility pattern to apply in the operation area, there could be two main objectives, first covering the maximum number nodes, second, spending less amount of time in the operation area with maximum utilization. Among the mobility patterns with various parameter values, angular mobility pattern provides the maximum coverage with angle value 5 degree. On the other hand, in the circular mobility with radius 700m, a large number of nodes are covered where the minimum time is spent per node coverage among the all mobility pattern with various parameter values. As a result, circular mobility is better to make a short visit to operation area with a coverage of large number of sensor nodes.
V. CONCLUSION
Using UAV as mobile sink is one of the best and efficient way to provide better coverage and connectivity for the nodes deployed in a large scale operation area. The coverage depends on some fixed operational parameters of the UAV such as speed and altitude. Also, considering the UAV path for the cluster formation in WSN is very important to increase the coverage and the connectivity. If a well-defined clustering algorithm is used in the WSN, then we can change the path of the UAV according to our needs. In this research, the mobility patterns and their effects on the performance have been explored. It is seen that depending on the mobility pattern, the number of the clusters and the number of accessed sensor nodes vary. There is a tradeoff between the operation time of the UAV and the covered (accessed) nodes. The best appropriate approach can be selected considering the main objective of the WSN and the operation of UAV. Studies are evaluated with OMNET++ which provides realistic environment, in which realistic MAC and PHY layers and real path loss values are used with the help of MIXIM framework. This study contributes to enhance the coverage and connectivity in large scale wireless sensor networks (WSNs). It is one of the first studies that consider the effect of different mobility patterns using mobile sink in cluster formation.
